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holes. .- have the presumption to think that a

.pretty considerable number of us have lantem

PUBLIBIiRD ET very welttsimied-lanterns giving out the light
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long years of experience, patient observation, and

persistent tdy.
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APOLOGY.

,,K E realy must apologise for the scaat

anount of reading matter in this

issue. Pressure of advertisements
and the index for the year occupy

nearly ail- the space. Next week we shall

not be so-crowded and will make amends.
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SCIENCE AND APICULTURE.

HERE bas been considerable discussion
of late in the C. B. J. on trie ab we subject
and I would not take a hand in were it not

that I am called upon.to do so by Mr. Cu'ahman
in the last issue of JoURNAL.

The physiological question in dispute, viz :-
How is animal beat produced in the living sys-
tem, though not directly connected with apicul-
ture science is nevertheless a very important one,
inasmuch as upon its true solution depends to a
great extent not,only the regulation of the winter
stores for our bees but the regulation of our own
diet which is of much more importance. "Api-
cultural science," did I say ? BrotherPond,'of
Foxboro, gravely tells us in a late issue of the
JouaNAL that we have no science of apiculture.
He endeavors to prove this in part by averring
that " we to-day are little if any in advance of thé:
bee-keepers of the days of Virgil," and that "as
a matter of fact we are aIl at sea in regard to
wintering, and no one has any advantage over
the others," that in truth, "ail are alike groping
in the dark." Surely our Massachusetts friend

was either "nodding" .(and "even Homer nods")
or else slightly bilious when he was led to take
such a gloomy and pessimistic view of modern
bee culture ! Well, we are ail more or less sub-
ject to these mentally gloomy spells, when the
y tihb univerre looks dark. I don't know, of
course, how it is with Mr. Pond and the rest of
our bee cousins across the lake, but we "Canucks"
back here in this "frozen region of huwhng wild-
erness" are certainly not "ail at sea in regard to
wintering," as the sea is already so well frozen
over that se can glide along over it with consid-
erable safety. Nor are 'we "ail alike groplug in
the dark" over this sea of ice (lippery I admit)
ad liable to ru at any moment into the air.

That we have no science of bee culture I can.
not for one moment admit. The science, it is
true, is not yet, by any means, mature and what
science is ? Outside .of mathematics all the
sciences are growing towards maturity-and
rapidly too under the nourishing heat and swell-
ing light of this marvelcus age. If we are to call
every imperfect science no science at all, all out-
side of the exact scien:e8 may be ràled out.
Physiology, for instance, must go, and we have
an illustration of this in the very matter we are
now approaching, for this brings us to the sub-
ject in hand as between Prof. Cook, Mr. Cush-
man and others. The problem in dispute is a

physiological one, and as yet an unsettled one-
an open question. And bere is where Prof. Cook
and Mr. Cushman are both, I respectfully sub-
mit, in error. Each assumes the solution he
urges to be the true one, and this presupposes on
the part of each that the question in issue is de-
finitely settled, which it is not. This method
would simply issue in a balancing of authorities,
.ind this is certainly not the scientific method.

'E nstead of setting up a theory and then bunting
up facts to fit it and authorities to sanction it the
truè investigator hunts up ail the faets and then
.casts about for a generalization or theory that

vill fit them all. The one is a prori, the other
a posteriori in its methods.

Liebig was a distinguished chemist, and in his
great work, "1Organic Chemistry," he propounded
the theory that the airimal heat of the living sys-
tem is produced by the comþastion in the lungs
of the oxygen derived from the inspired air and
the carbon derived from the food. The hypothesis
soon became popular in scientific circles. It has
however from time to time been challenged and
controverted, especially by the Hygienic philoso-
phers and the Hygieo-therapeutic ! chool of phy-
sicians. Prof. Trall, the founder of, and most
eminent authority in, that school very ably con-
troverts Liebig's theory in his encyclopSedia and
elsewhere. That Trail was a profound thinker
and original investigator is certain ; but he un-
fortunately died before his great work "Principles
of Hygienic Medication" was completed. In
Medical Science he made new and valuable dis-
coveries, solving problems which had bafiled the
prôfsumion for ages. Hi explanatioun of' animai
heat is that it results aagtrally (rom the motions
of life--from the vital procsess. without thé
necesuity of a chemical stove in the hings. IA


